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Pet Portraits from 
Patricia Kreiser Illustration !
610-649-3974•patriciakreiser.com !

Products Offered !
8x10 black and white portrait	

charcoal on paper $100.00	
!
8x10 color pet portrait 	

pastel on paper $150.00	
!
5x7 portrait in watercolor	

Arches 300 lb paper  $150.00	
!
Various sizes of oil painting available	

on board , oil paper, or canvas.	

Please inquire	
!!
Framing, in simple black frame with white mat, 
similar to picture, add $40.00 exact details of 
frame may vary.  Artist discretion as to frame style 
to suit portrait of the pet.	
!

Always remember your furry, 
feathered, or finned friends. 
!
Treat yourself, or gift someone 
this unique and thoughtful 
keepsake.

http://www.patriciakreiser.com
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Patron Name	


Patron Address	


Phone	
 	


Alt. Phone	


e-mail	
!
	
 * please check the box if you would like me to 
send you an e-mail notification that your beautiful 
portrait is complete.	
!

I, the undersigned have commissioned Patricia Kreiser in 
the creation of custom artwork, and understand and abide 
by the terms set forth above, and agree to stated products, 
prices, and payment.	
!!
Signature

Artwork commissioned

Fee

50% due at time of commission

remainder due at completion

date promised by

date completed

Unless otherwise stated, all portraits will be head shots only in the medium 
selected, with plain background, paper color at artist’s discretion.  Oil 
paintings on canvas or masonite, full body portraits, background imagery, 
pop interpretations, and additional sizes available upon request.	
!
Patricia Kreiser Illustration maintains the right to refuse a portrait project 
based on unsuitable photographic reference material.  A $25.00 
photography fee applies if I photograph your pet, for local patrons only.	

 	

Satisfaction Guarantee.   
I understand that this is an artistic interpretation of my pet, and that the 
creation of custom art is a natural and subjective process with an organic 
outcome.  If I am dissatisfied with the final product, I may refuse the 
artwork, and a refund of the deposit will be forthcoming.  Refused artwork 
becomes the physical property of the artist.  Approved physical artwork 
will become the possession of the patron.  Patricia Kreiser Illustration 
maintains the right to reproduce, advertise, and display images created by 
the studio, including but not limited to web gallery, brochures, and various 
studio advertisements.	
!

Date
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